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Welcome to the second (of five) ebook of the series: The 5 pillars to build a Smart Datacenter.
What makes a datacenter “smart”? Is it a well-planned consumption of electricity? Or is it
a wise use of the resources? Is it just software or does hardware play an important role as
well? In these five ebooks, we will describe the strategic, practical and economic pillars
that you should take in consideration if you want to make your datacenter smarter and more
sustainable. The five ebooks will focus on:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

PUE, DCiE and WUE
Power Density and Space Efficiency
Software Defined Power
Resources and Energy Consumption
Costs

In this second ebook, we will deal with two aspects strictly related one to another: power
density and space efficiency.
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1. Power Density
(Power Usage Effectiveness)
Power density designates the capabilities of your datacenter. Usually, it refers to the power
draw of a single, fully populated server rack. The higher your datacenter power density, the
better your performance and the service you can offer to clients and end users.

“

Power density has a very serious impact on
the choice and configuration of data centre
power and cooling equipment, and thus the
design of the facility as a whole.
(Max Smolaks, News Editor, Datacenter Dynamics)

Once, power density was measured in W/square foot or square meters. Today, it is calculated
in kW/rack. This change reflects the growing need for higher density (i.e. more chips into the
same amount of space) and higher levels of redundancy of contemporary datacenters (a need
destined to grow further given the new digital trends requirements).

> kW/rack = > density
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More power density means also more power that each of your racks can supply. It must
however be said that the value of your power density doesn’t specify anything about the
number of racks (or cabinets) of your datacenter, their configuration, what elements
contribute to define it, nor represents a constant index over time (a datacenter might
experience power peaks or even idle servers).
Average power density has gone from 4-5kW (about 10 years ago) to 7-10kW, according
to AFCOM1. According to Uptime Institute2, “back in 2012, the highest density racks the
organization could find were consuming 26kW. Last year, ten percent of respondents to its
data centre survey reported that they were running some of their racks at above 40kW”.3

What is the HIGHEST server density
deployed in your site?
5%
5%
Above 50kW per rack
40-49 kW per rack

5%

31%

30-39 kW per rack
20-29 kW per rack

22%

10-19 kW per rack
Less than 10 kW per rack

28%

Source: Uptime institute, 2018 n-431

1. Source https://datacenterfrontier.com/rack-density-trends-higher-but-ai-could-boost-a-high-density-horizon/. The figures refer to the US datacenter industry.
2. Source: https://datacenter.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/2018-data-center-industry-survey.pdf
3. Source: https://virtusdatacentres.com/item/389-power-density-the-real-benchmark-of-a-data-centre
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1.1 High Density Getting Higher
Datacenter rack densities are skyrocketing, and they are destined to continue rising as a
reflection of the exponential growth of the new digital trends, according to a new report from
451 Research.4
“AI requires large amounts of data and processors, often coupled tightly when the model
requires a single shared memory pool [...] Such equipment typically needs more power
than generic servers. In fact, 1kW per rack unit (and there can be 30+ units in a rack) is the
current trend for HPC/AI servers, leading to power use of 20-40kW per rack or more, and thus
requiring different cooling at scale.”5
The increasing rise of computational need and the evolving of IT computing capacity are
posing a challenge to the current datacenter industry. Datacenters need to define new
strategies and designs to cope with the workloads required by, for example, artificial
intelligence or any other computation-intensive works (medical imaging, financial modelling,
3D simulations for scientific research, oil & gas exploration, etc.)
Packing more computing power into IT equipment means boosting the power density of a
datacenter, but it also means increasing the heat produced by racks and cabinets.

Average Rack Density - Primary Data Center

Change in Rack Density - Past 3 Years

Average rack density in primary datacenter (on the left) and change in rack density over the past 3 years (on the right)
From: https://datacenterfrontier.com/rack-density-keeps-rising-at-enterprise-data-centers/

4. Source: https://datacenterfrontier.com/report-data-center-rack-density-is-rising-and-heading-higher/
5. Source: https://datacenterfrontier.com/rack-density-keeps-rising-at-enterprise-data-centers/
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1.2 Scalable Architecture Needed
There is still much of a debate around Moore’s Law: some think that the economic and
technological principle expressed by Gordon Moore in 1965 has reached its natural and logical
conclusion and that we are entering a new “golden age”. Others, on the contrary, believe that
we are not prepared yet for the end of Moore’s Law.

Moore’s law is the observation that the number of transistors
in a dense integrated circuit doubles about every two years.6
Now, it is not up to us to say if Moore’s Law has already ended or will end soon. Nevertheless,
it is worth mentioning its impact on the energy strategy and efficiency of the future Smart
Datacenter. How? Well, let’s assume that, as per Moore’s Law, the power density doubles
every two years (some agree to five years, but this doesn’t change the essence of the
problem). Usually, the lifecycle of IT devices is three to five years, while a datacenter has a
life-span from 10 to 15 years. This implies that, during its lifecycle, a datacenter can support
the evolution of two or three generations of HW. A Smart Datacenter must then implement
solutions that are easily scalable and flexible enough to allow diverse IT services and adapt to
power density changes.7

6. Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moore%27s_law
7. Source: https://blog.huawei.com/2020/02/25/10-data-center-facility-trends-for-2025/
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2. Space Efficiency
Power density is strictly connected to space efficiency, another aspect that contributes to
the definition of “Smart Datacenter”. As previously mentioned, datacenter density is rising and
this obliges datacenters to define better strategies to optimize the space efficiency and fit
more servers in the same amount of space.
From an IT hardware point of view, in
recent years, we have witnessed an
increasing use of high-density blade
servers, every time more efficient
and with larger capabilities, with
obvious benefits in terms of space
efficiency (the more compact the
HW, the less space it occupies, and
the higher the power density and,
consequently, the space efficiency
are). Optimizing compute density
through the use of blade servers
creates the conditions for a better and
more diffused use of network storage. You
can improve your space efficiency also through
server virtualization, a perfect way to obtain an increase in server density by using a single
physical server to host dozens of virtual machines. Solid State Disk (SSD) technology is
another example of how you can gain in terms of I/O performance, because SSD’s allow to
obtain the same (or better) results, but with the benefit of occupying less space than lower
capacity enterprise drives.
From an economic point of view, it is always advisable to design your datacenters so to avoid
overcrowding any specific sector and having in place a sound strategy in terms of cooling
solutions to maximize the use of your space. This will clearly contribute to improve your
efficiency while, at the same time, lowering your costs and possible risk connected to hot
spots and downtime.
From an operational point of view, having a higher power density (i.e. more IT hardware in the
same place), translates into less work for your engineering and maintenance staff. This, apart
from implying an easier job for your personnel, lowers significantly the risks of introducing
inefficiencies that could affect the facility and computing operations (in a future eBook, we
will focus on the automation process of datacenters).
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3. A Better Solution
Submer helps datacenter to face the density challenge by tackling it from a cooling strategy
point of view, offering a series of highly efficient solutions.
Submer guarantees fast deployment8 with Edge ready solutions allowing for unrivalled HW
density while avoiding complicated retrofitting or expensive and time-consuming procedures
(such as storage migration, for example, with consequent issues like downtime and manual
configuration) .
The design of Submer technology - avoiding wasted air-flow space within the servers - and
the use of a proprietary, dielectric SmartCoolant, guarantee higher heat transfer performance
than air cooling. Rather than spacing servers out in vertical racks, Submer SmartPodX array
even the most performant servers in special, horizontal tanks filled with SmartCoolant. This
has an immediate benefit in terms of:
•
•
•

Hardware design
Electricity consumption
Physical space occupied

•
•

Power density
Computational capacity

With Submer’s solutions, in a very limited space it is possible to achieve:
>50kW in a 21U SmartPodX configuration
>100kW in a 44U SmartPodXL configuration

200 regular air-cooled racks
(10kW/racks)

20 Submer SmartPods
(100kW/Pod)

In the picture, a 2MW datacenter is represented. The figure shows how you can easily scale the
computing capacity of your datacenter by leveraging the high density guaranteed by Submer’s
technology.
Submer’s smart tech allows to reach >78 kW dissipation in the footprint of a traditional,
vertical 48U rack (when, according to a recent Uptime Institute research, the average kW
dissipation for about 81% of datacenters is between <10kW and 29kW).

8. 15-40 days for a 10M facility.
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4. Conclusions
In this ebook, we have analysed two aspects related to power and space that can help you
determine how efficient your datacenter is. We do understand that the construction, the
operating and the maintenance of a smart datacenter need to take in consideration a broader
spectrum of variables. That’s why we’d like to invite you to read the other four eBooks of the
series The 5 pillars to Build a Smart Datacenter.
Here below you’ll find a quick checklist that, we hope, might help you to understand if you are
on the right path towards next generation datacenters. And if not… well, we are here to help!

YES
Do you know the power density
of your datacenter?

Do you know the footprint
of your datacenter?

Raúl Álvarez
Solution Architect
Raúl’s LinkedIn

Matteo Mezzanotte
PR, Communication & Content
Matteo’s LinkedIn

NO
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Are you planning to make your
datacenter smarter?
Let’s do it together!
Book a 30 minutes call with us and
we’ll analyze and draw together
your SmartDC strategy!
BOOK A CALL
https://submer.com/book-a-call

